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 If you wish to become a licensed trade contractor, or a qualified tradesperson, in painting and decorating, 

then you will need a Certificate III in Painting and Decorating.  
 

In order to complete the Certificate III in Painting and Decorating, you must be either an apprentice or be able 

to complete the qualification through Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL). 
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In order to be able to enrol into the Certificate III in Painting and Decorating, you must be employed as an 

apprentice and have a signed Registered Training Contract stating that PCD Training is the Supervising 

Registered Training Organisation (SRTO).  
 

If you are a mature age worker you can complete the entire qualification through Recognition of Prior 

Learning (RPL). You must be able to complete the majority of units through the RPL process. We cannot offer 

training for the entire qualification to those who are not apprentices. 
 

Throughout the duration of your apprenticeship, or RPL application, you will complete twenty-seven (27) units 

for the CPC30611 Certificate III in Painting and Decorating.  
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If you are an apprentice, the Queensland 

government funds the majority of the cost 

of the course. However it is expected that 

the apprentice contributes a small portion 

toward the cost of their training, and so 

we require a student contribution fee.  
 

If you are a mature age worker and can 

RPL the entire/majority of the 

qualification, then you will need to pay a 

Full Fee for Service (FFS) price yourself. 

There is no funding available in this 

situation unfortunately.  

Apprentice  |  $1718.00 RPL  |  $2700 

As an apprentice, while the 

Qld government funds the 

majority of the course, you will 

be required to pay a student 

contribution fee of $1.60 per 

nominal hour, per unit. For 

example if a unit has 20 

nominal hours, you will pay 

$32.00 for that unit. 
 

You can pay the fee on a unit 

by unit basis as you enrol into 

the relevant units.  
 

The total student contribution 

fee for the course is $1718.00. 

As a mature age worker 

applying for RPL for this 

qualification, you will need to 

pay the full price of $2700.  
 

You will be required to pay a 

non-refundable deposit of 

$300 up front. The balance 

will be invoiced once the RPL 

application has been finalised 

and payable before the 

certificate is issued. 
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Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) for this course is designed for those who have been a painter and 

decorator, or doing painting and decorating work, for a number of years but did not complete an 

apprenticeship, eg have been employed on wages by a licensed painter or builder to do painting work.  
 

In order to apply for RPL for this course, you must be confident that you will be successful in gaining RPL for 

the majority of the twenty-seven (27) required units. We can only train out an RPL applicant in one (1) or two 

(2) units. 
 

To view the list of the required unit for the course, visit the website below or the units listed shortly: 

https://training.gov.au/TrainingComponentFiles/CPC08/CPC30611_R2.pdf  
 

After reviewing the required units for the course and you still wish to apply for RPL for the course, please 

contact us on 1300 797 123 for more information. 
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Completing this course as an apprentice will require the 

following: 

 Completing the underpinning knowledge (theory) online. This 

would be the same as if you went to TAFE and sat exams 

based on lecture notes.  

 Completion of a logbook. This is completed online and can 

include the upload of videos, photos plus other documents.  

 Completion of on-site training and assessment with your 

employer and facilitated and supervised by PCD Training 

trainers. This would be the same as completing practical 

skills at TAFE on block release.  
 

You will be fully supervised and supported in every aspect 

associated with the completion of the course by one of our 

trainers. They will also liase with your employer to ensure 

progression and help with any questions or concerns. 

Requirements 

You will need the following to complete 

the course online from home: 

 Access to a computer, laptop or tablet 
that has a webcam. 

 Access to the internet.  

 An internet browser (we highly 
recommend to use Google Chrome, 
FireFox or Safari. We don’t 
recommend Internet Explorer.) 

 

You WILL NOT need to purchase any 

software, text books or other resources 

apart from what is listed above. 
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You will need to 

complete twenty-

seven (27) units for 

the course.  
 

A typical training 

plan will include the 

following units.  

 

Core units Elective units 

 CPCCOHS2001A Apply OHS requirements, 
policies and procedures in the construction 
industry 

 CPCCCM1012A Work effectively and sustainably 
in the Construction industry 

 CPCCCM1013A Plan and organise work 

 CPCCCM1014A Conduct Workplace 
communication 

 CPCCCM1015A Carry out measurements and 
calculations 

 CPCCCM2010B Work safely at heights 

 CPCCCM2001A Read and Interpret plans and 
specifications 

 CPCCCM2003B Calculate and cost construction 
work 

 CPCCCM3001C Operate elevated work platforms 

 CPCCPB3026B Erect and maintain trestle and 
plank systems 

 CPCCPD2011A Handle painting and decorating 
materials 

 CPCCPD2012A Use painting and decorating tools 
and equipment 

 CPCCPD2013A Remove and replace doors, door 
and window furniture 

 CPCCPD3021A Prepare surfaces for painting 

 CPCCCM2008B Erect and dismantle restricted 
height scaffolding 

 CPCCPD3022A Apply paint by brush and roller 

 CPCCPD3023A Apply texture coat paint finishes 
by brush, roller and spray 

 CPCCPD3024A Apply paint by spray 

 CPCCPD3025A Match specified paint colour 

 CPCCPD3026A Apply stains and clear timber 
finishes 

 CPCCPD3027A Apply wall paper 

 CPDDPD3028A Apply decorative paint finishes 

 CPCCPD3031A Implement safe lead paint and 
asbestos work practices in the painting industry 

 BSBSMB401A Establish legal and risk 
management requirements of small business 

 CPCCPD3029A Remove graffiti and apply 
protective coatings 

 CPCCPD3030B Apply protective paint 
coating systems 

 CPCCSP3003A Apply trowelled texture coat 
finishes 
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l Enrolling is easy and painless: 

1.  If you are already an apprentice, let your employer know that you want PCD Training as your Supervising 

Registered Training Organisation (SRTO). You will need to contact an Australian Apprenticeships Centre 

to organise your training contract.  

2. If you would like to apply for RPL for the course, please ring us on 1300 797 123 

 


